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!!!! this is an archive of old mods; see Mods-History for latest !!!!
13.30 24-Feb-2015
Fixed error in Sample Aid - ‘not a valid integer’ when setting note-on/off times for
international regions where decimal points are not ‘.’s (thanks Torsten for reporting).
13.29 23-Jan-2015
Clarified NQ note-off option on main screen to avoid confusion with NQ on/off; replaced
checkbox with a button toggling between note-on’s only and note-on’s & off’s (thanks
Giacomo for reporting).
13.28 17-Dec-2014
Added lower & upper range limits to MIDI channel filters on main & aux input ports
and macro/CC controls.
Merged channel multiplier min & max channel limit controls into single drop-down box for
consistency with above channel filter controls.
13.27 9-Oct-2014
Added chord roo t names to fts harmonic function labels on virtual keyboard;
names update when set-I is invoked
Added MIDI channel filters to macro/CC controls (thanks TonE)
13.26 28-Sep-2014
Added Set-I function in fts-type mode to act as a shortcut equivalent to set-I in fts-root
mode, followed by curr. i.e. set tonic chord I to current root and return to fts-root mode,
leaving chord type unchanged (thanks TonE for suggestion)
13.25 26-Aug-2014
Added sweep tables for pitch offsets
Fixed fts/ftn sweeps ignoring pitch-locked states
13.24 23-Aug-2014
Recording no longer cancels sweeps (except part sweeps) - as stated in v13.23
Sweep attributes on seqs now have priority when recording, so attributes are no longer
transferred from live to target seq(s) if their corresponding sweep is applied
Can now apply sweeps or sweep tables to one or more stopped seq(s), record onto
them, then the sweeps take effect when the seq(s) start running
13.23 21-Aug-2014
Sweep mods (see Advanced Operation guide & YouTube videos)
Added sweep tables to existing sweep attributes so sweep is controlled by list
of values from table. Added new functions sweep-tab-n (>tab-n) & sweep-tab-nn to
define table number.
Added sweep tables to Fts (force-to-scale/chord) & Ftn (force-to-notes)

Sweeps & sweep tables now reset to start point when seq(s) started
Recording now cancels all sweeps on target seq(s)
Fixed live sweeps changing twice at each bar if metronome set to ‘styles’
Force-to-scale/chord mods (see Command Reference guide)
Added FtsRoot functions for selecting root from harmonic series I,II,III,IV,V,VI,VII
Added function Set-I for defining new tonic
Scale & chord names changed in config files; may be some backwards incompatibility
with saved fts seq/live attribs so please check & re-save if necessary
Function name ‘off’ changed to ‘chro’ for chromatic
Removed redundant mute checkboxes on main screen in config mode
13.22 28-Jun-2014
Added more functions for tempo division (TDiv): inc, dec, sweep
TDiv range is x64 to 1/64, independent for each seq,
e.g. sweep seq 2 tempo between x4 & 1/2, and seq 3 between 1/4 & 1/2
see Command Reference for details
Increased no. of macros to 64
Added TDiv+ & TDiv- to macro relative inc/dec system; see Advanced Operation
13.21 17-Feb-2014
Visual improvements to virtual keyboard window; see Overview doc for screenshots
Added settings shortcut button to virtual keyboard window
13.20 4-Feb-2014
Added new commands in cmd & rec modes: recb-1, 2, 4, 8
same as recb but for fixed no. of bars; bypasses digit mode
Fixed ‘auto select first empy seq’ option not working on recb variants
Sample Aid mods:
Added Reset button to set both pitch & vel to first values
Added Calib button for playing notes at pitch/vel extremes,
e.g. for setting up sampler’s record levels, sample length etc.
Added List buttons to display list of pitch & vel steps within range;
also copies values to clipboard
Added more note-on & note-tail times
Added preset links technique to ‘Using Sample Aid with EMU Ultra’ doc
13.19 1-Feb-2014
Parts Status colour options expanded to play, mute, rec & stop states
see Configuration & Advanced Operation guides for details
Fixed mute/play pending status not flashing
13.18 30-Jan-2014
Added parts status lights column (thanks TonE for suggestion)
Toggle on/off via View, Columns menu
Colour config mods:
Removed main menu ColorPicker
Settings, Colours window copies last colour to local clipboard & Windows clipboard
Right-click pastes local clipboard colour to item
Added ‘off’ option to Sequescope blob size
Updated Configuration & Advanced Operation guides.
13.17 27-Jan-2014

Fixed crash if live fifo buffers overflow, e.g. with cc’s (thanks TonE for reporting)
CC/Macros mods:
Added button for turning all non-empty macros on & off
Improved CC performance handling; only checks between first & last active macros
Advanced Operation guide updated
13.16 17-Jan-2014
Sample Aid mods:
RAM calculator section now separate ‘estimator’ panel for clarity
Added note-tail time field to estimator for less confusing estimates
13.15 15-Jan-2014
Sample Aid mods:
Fixed group alarm prog changes being sent on target port if alarm disabled
Fixed range check error if Test button pressed with no output ports allocated
13.14 14-Jan-2014
Sample Aid: added Test button to alarm device for setting sound & volume levels
13.13 13-Jan-2014
Sample Aid mods:
Added doc on how to use Sample Aid with EMU Ultra samplers to Examples folder
Added button to copy audition sequence settings to sample sequence
Clarified on/off strategy for sampler device on 2nd output
Group delay mods:Added 3rd output for audible alarm notification when delay active
Fixed highlight not resetting when seq aborted
Fixed delay time affecting remaining time display in audition section
13.12 6-Jan-2014
Added group delay option in Sample Aid to help with grouping samples together,
e.g. for velocity cross-fading. See Sample Aid docm for details.
13.11 4-Jan-2014
Fixed start-up state for pitch/vel priority order option in Sample Aid.
Clarified slider operation in Sample Aid.
13.10 3-Jan-2014
Added pre-delay option to Sample Aid to allow operator time to access sampler.
Moved details for Sample Aid tool into separate document (see Help, Documentation).
13.09 30-Dec-2013
Fixed recb not working if invoked via macro (thanks TonE & Uwe for reporting)
Added inc/dec function shortcuts for part, port, chan, prog, vel & tempo to
‘ftn’, ‘fts root’ and ‘pitch’ modes (thanks TonE for suggestion)
Added Function List document listing all commands, values & functions in mode order
to complement the command order used in the Command Reference guide
Corrected name of ‘m11’ chord used in force-to-scale
13.08 21-Dec-2013
Metronome bass & drum style pattern mods

Added codes for double & triple flam/grace-notes and multiple notes per step for
complex rhythms: duplets, triplets, quadruplets... up to whatever 9-lets are called :),
ratchet effects etc.
Added qwerty option for on-screen pattern editing; disable via Settings, Metr, Config.
Details in Settings, Metronome section in Configuration Guide.
Added Tempo Multiply option
Similar to Tempo Divide feature for speeding up any combination of seqs/live;
time factor defined by new functions ‘/’ & ‘*’ in Tempo Div mode.
Details in Tempo section in Command Reference guide.
Added menu ‘Help, Crib sheets’ for on-screen help info for metr pattern & chain editing.
Moved menu ‘Tools, GM program & drum assignments’ to ‘Help, Crib sheets’.
13.07 25-Sep-2013
Fixed stuck note if note held down when entering record mode (bug appeared in v13.05)
Increased no. of macros from 12 to 20
Fixed intermittent spurious Diag Log warning message when closing down
Template/Virtual Keyboard changes
Added octave scroll buttons
Mouse scroll wheel simulates corresponding scroll action
when used within left/right borders of scroll arrows
13.06 15-Sep-2013
Macro Mapper now highlights functions affected by CC’s direction
Advanced Operation guide clarified re. macro operation
Added link to macros video in Help,Videos,Misc
13.05 12-Sep-2013
Added macros for CC control, e.g. use foot pedals for recording/playback, mod wheel
for inc/dec attributes etc. - see Advanced Operation guide
Added wrap options for inc/dec attributes - see Settings, Behaviour
Added auto-select next free seq for all recording variants - see Settings, Behaviour
Fixed displayed mode in KeyMapper for TempoDiv command
13.03 8-Jun-2013
Added pitch control for individual notes (based on ftn idea from TonE)
see Advanced Operation and Pitch, Seln functions in Command Reference for details
Save/Load of individual note offsets not yet implemented - pending user feedback
Added File menu option to 'ignore embedded prog changes' in seqs
Fixed: live prog name no longer changes if incoming prog change is on different channel
13.02 30-Mar-2013
Fixed form sizes & title bar text in config screens on Windows 7
13.01 16-Mar-2013
Fixed RecAttribSrcLive error when loading config files older than v12.09
13.00 13-Mar-2013
Metronome changes
Added drum & bass styles, patterns & chains
LE version has small demo subset with load/save disabled
Configure via ‘Settings, Metronome drum/bass…’
Documentation in Overview and Configuration Guide

Switch metr styles on/off via Styles option on main screen or at runtime:In basic mode, metr command selects two 2 notes for bar & beat as before
Map new ‘met sty’ function to switch to style mode
In style mode, metr command selects style no. and/or pattern no.
Use style no. 0 to switch back to basic mode; style 99 for random style
Added ‘met sty’ function in metronome mode to switch to style mode
Cyclic '/' function in metr digit mode triggers single cycle break pattern
See Command Reference guide for details of metr command
Changed method for nominating a seq no. for the audible metronome
Can change seq no. and/or turn it off when in Run mode
Uses menu ‘Settings, Metronome’ instead of checkboxes on main screen
Added menu options to Save & Load drum & bass subsets only
Port settings
Allowed port renaming in Run mode
Added Done button as alternative way of closing ports screen
Saving to default config file
Removed safety prompt when overwriting default file
Added ‘Save’ buttons to main screen and various settings screens
Added Src-Seq & Src-Live functions to Rec & StepRec modes (thanks Adrian)
Added screen flicker options in ‘Settings, Performance’
Added 99% gate time option to metronome & step-record settings
Track colour settings enabled as a demo for LE version via ‘Settings, Colour’
12.10 31-Dec-2012
Changed all recb variants to use single digit bar counts 1..9
Added rcbb variants to use 2-digit bar counts 01..99
12.09 14-Dec-2012
Added recb variants for pre-defining recording length in bars
Includes recb+ for auto-incrementing recorded seq no.
Added recx-r variants for recording from raw inputs
Added rec shortcuts & toggles to switch between modes
see Command Reference guide for full details
Removed rec-nn command (record nn notes) - superseded by recb
Allow output clock & sync options to be changed via ‘Settings, Ports’ while Running
Added ‘reset animation’ menu options for sequescope & v.keyboard
Can also click sequescope panel or v.keyboard form to reset stuck animation
Added LocalControl options in Settings,Timing
Can be switched manually or via MIDI message if InterpretLocalControl option set
Turning LocalControl off suppresses all MIDI output
Fixed error when setting radio buttons during initialisation
Increased diagnostic log size
12.08 23-Nov-2012
Added rec/stop command in live mode for experimental single-trigger loop control
rec/stop behaviour controlled in Settings, Behaviour
see Command Reference (thanks to Dwayne Downing for suggestion)
Added label hints in KeyMapper drop-down lists (can turn off via Hints button)
Added immediate stop option in Settings, Behaviour for Stop command
Fixed seq-select lights on virtual keyboard not restoring if window closed/opened
Added 'invert' function in command mode with same functionality as ‘all-but’
use this if you prefer the label to read ‘inv’ instead of ‘all-but’ (thanks TonE)

Checks added for Win95/98/ME - no longer supported
12.06 11-Nov-2012
KeyMapper changes:Fixed mode changes not being tracked consistently
Fixed metronome click mode displayed incorrectly
Added 'prefill ignore' button for record & step record modes
Added safety warning button for prefill/reset operations
Added mode row highlight
Fixed template labels not being refreshed after Config, Load, Keymaps
Sequence selection behaviour changes
Added option to select live by default
Inverted checkbox logic: check to set default selection
Multi-channel function renamed as Channel Multiplier
Expanded calibration & octave offset mechanism in Configuration Guide
Added link to dynamic key mapping video in Help,Videos
12.05 26-Oct-2012
Added rec+ and step-rec+ commands for automatically incrementing seq no.
This allows seqs to be recorded one after the other on-the-fly
Can use with rec attrib source set to ‘seq’ so each recording uses a different sound
See Command Reference doc
Added rec+ tog function in record modes to toggle above auto-inc on/off
Can use this to avoid mapping rec+ & step-rec+ commands in command mode
Record attribute source changes
Merged individual attributes port, chan, vel into single attribs option
Added option to transfer seq attribs to live settings when recording starts
This means what you hear during recording is same as playback
Added src-tog function in record modes to toggle source between live & seq
See ‘Settings, Behaviour’ in Configuration Guide
Prog changes now sent immediately (if enabled) when Run mode started or if seq stopped
Fixed radio buttons on config screens not restoring properly after a config reload
Fixed calibration problem if cmd key remapped when octave offset is non-zero
Clarified re-calibrate warning if live cmd key re-mapped
Added ‘Action,Escape’ emergency menu option if you map a mode with no escape route
Added links for latest videos in Help menu
Added generic link in Help menu for full list of all videos
Added photos to Templates doc
12.04 13-Oct-2012
Fixed hotkey target handling for windows programs with leading spaces in their name,
e.g. Wizard Master (thanks TonE for spotting)
Added del-prgs command for deleting embedded program-change events;
available as runtime command and via File menu.
Added more positions for sequescope, including resizable full-screen option
(see Configuration Guide and Settings, Sequescope)
Added Ctrl+F2/F3 to turn template/virtual keyboard on/off
Added Alt+F2/F3 to turn sequescope on/off
Added Alt+F2/F3 functions to hotkey system
12.01 6-Oct-2012
Added live-play functions in all modes; use with hold for split keyboard operation,

or use to avoid interruptions to live playing when entering commands
(example keymaps in Advanced Operation guide)
Added limited subset of force-to-notes (ftn) & force-to-scale/chord (fts) in LE builds;
this is only for demo purposes but should be enough for evaluation
Added auto-hold option for individual modes in Settings, Behaviour
use for speed (saves pressing hold) or if you don’t want to map hold functions
(see Configuration Guide)
Added option in Settings, Behaviour so ftn notes themselves can play live
(see Configuration Guide)
Factory settings for some modes changed to make room for example live-play keys
Added attribute source options for defining chan, prog, vel in recorded seqs;
can choose live or seq settings in Settings, Behaviour (see Configuration Guide)
Added internet link in Help menu to example configs for keymaps, colours etc.
KeyMapper changes
Fixed not being able to map Hold functions in TimeShift, TimeSig & Quantise modes
Fixed horizontal scroll handling
Added 'prefill to play' buttons for each mode
Added 'current key' concept for prefill operations (prefills from current key to end)
Removed restrictions when clicking key labels (can now click anywhere in column)
Added button to toggle template label colours within keymapper
Added keymap examples with screenshots in Advanced Operation guide.
Fixed MIDI activity lights not working when seq about to mute
Fixed stuck sequescope blob when seq muted
11.21 27-Sep-2012
Fixed out-of-memory error in Config,Save
11.20 25-Sep-2012
Force-to-notes now works automatically; no need for ‘set’ function key;
(see Command Reference guide for details)
Added previous/next/unload image options for sequescope (Configuration Guide)
Added ctrl+shift+f6-f10 to hotkey functions (can be used to automate/sync images)
Added more mapped keys for ftn notes & fts roots in factory settings
11.19 23-Sep-2012
Added background image options in View,Sequescope (details in Configuration Guide)
Fixed external clock port no. not being restored correctly
Clarified View,Columns menu for enabling text names in prog & port columns
(thanks TonE for all these)
11.18 14-Aug-2012
Sample Aid
Added Play button in Sample mode to assist setting up levels
Added velocity cross-fade video link to help menu
Simplified drop-down note on/off time ranges
Added more doc. details in ‘Help, Read-first’
11.17 5-Aug-2012
Added ‘check for updates’ option to Help menu (thanks hauas)
Added Sample Aid video links to Help menu
11.16 26-Jul-2012

Help/doc version checks improved and moved to individual doc access
Sample Aid
Added bank-select options
Added 20-bit option for sample size estimate
11.15 17-Jul-2012
Fixed several windows not starting in screen centre
Sample Aid
Added MIDI note-on indicator lights
Added status bar hints (can disable all hints via View menu)
Both mode buttons now available if window shrunk to single-mode
Fixed error handling if no output ports or clocks stopped
Prog changes only sent if enabled for port on main screen prog column
Hold options behave more consistently when sequence is playing
Advanced Operation guide updated
11.14 15-Jul-2012
Fixed range check error if no input port allocated when output ports are re-ordered
Sample Aid
Added width toggle button to reduce screen space
Added note-off countdown to help set up note-off time value
Replaced total cycle time with remaining notes & remaining cycle time
11.13 12-Jul-2012
Fixed Sample Aid sampler port no. changes being ignored
11.12 11-Jul-2012
Added Sample Aid to Tools for auditioning/sampling; see Advanced Operation guide
Fixed Alt+ menu keys triggering virtual keyboard instead of menu
Fixed not sending colour updates to KLink
11.11 23-Jun-2012
Fixed menus not being enabled if no ports allocated for auto-run (thanks to Gabor)
Novice mode warning now always displayed at startup (thanks to MrKeys57)
Upgraded to KLink V4 spec; includes full colour handling (thanks to Adrian)
11.10 17-Jun-2012
Added hotkey nominated window option in ‘Settings, Behaviour’
This is a safer alternative to using the current active window,
see Configuration guide & Advanced Operation guide.
Added left-click on sequescope panel to reset blobs.
11.09 13-Jun-2012
Added hotkeys to real-time recording
Added time-shift repeat & reset functions; see Command Ref guide
Fixed step-record undo function deleting all hotkeys events
Fixed step-record 'sr' key map not being restored from saved configs
11.08 5-Jun-2012
Added hotkey (keyboard shortcut) handling

Hotkeys can be sent live from the MIDI keyboard or from recorded seqs, allowing any
Windows application to be controlled by the music keys, e.g. for triggering slide-shows,
videos etc. (thanks to Bogumił Wirchanowicz for suggestion).
Only a subset of functions is available in the LE version.
N.B. due to the power of this, the factory settings disable all hotkey operations, and
enable a double-press safety on the hotkey command itself; both settings can be
changed in ‘Settings, Behaviour’. See Advanced Operation guide for more details.
Fixed stuck-note handling if Multi-Channel mode used on live output
Fixed midi activity lights not working when seq is on its last cycle
Added demo & tutorial video links to Help menu
Added flash to Run button when stopped; enhanced flash on calibrate button
Diagnostics
Added checks for note-on/off orphans in sequence dumps
Added Stats button to perform checks only
(can be used to check any MIDI file by loading it first)
Added ‘dump filtered’ button to use MIDI trace filter settings in seq dumps
Added more filter options: prog-change, pitchbend, pressure, hotkeys
11.05 23-May-2012
Documentation moved into separate installable package, downloadable from website
11.04 19-May-2012
Disabled Windows menu during Port allocation
Mods history document split at v10; older mods held on web site only
11.03 19-May-2012
Removed reference to sweeps in LE version
Live sweeps turned off if recording started
Moved View, Windows…’ menus to top-level Windows menu
Added ‘Windows, Centre all windows’ menu option
Template dock button reset if failed to dock
Fixed metr clicks not resetting when TimeSig changed (in LE version)
Fixed note-off quantisation for octave functions in record mode
11.02 18-May-2012
Added tempo clock division factor for each sequence
See tempo command in Command Reference doc.
Added step-record command for individual notes and/or chords
Configure via runtime functions or Settings, Timing menu
See Tutorial for basic operation; limited options for LE version
Added octave-inc/dec functions to record & step-record modes
Added command shortcut options to switch between record & step-record
Can use this to reduce no. of command keys at expense of extra key-press
Config menu split into: Action, Config & Settings
Action duplicates on-screen buttons like Run/Stop & Calibrate
Config handles load/save config files & resets
Settings handles all other configuration such as Ports, Key maps etc.
Metronome clocks reset after record stop-play if no other seqs running
Midi-start now sent when recording starts, not when first primed
Raw data processing
Now processed with live output attributes such as pitch, scale etc.
Virtual & qwerty keyboards can simulate raw input via 'Use P2 if raw' options

Can use mouse/tablet stylus as input device; remember the stylophone?
Removed flicker from seq track blobs
Stuck note & rogue note-off handling revamped
Fixes possible stuck notes if recording to multiple seqs.
Ditto for live sweeps so removed safety options in Settings, Behaviour
Added KeepAwake option to config file; this used to be hard-coded to prevent USB
devices failing to restart if PC went to sleep, but can now be disabled if reqd.
Docs updated
All on-screen items & config settings described in Configuration Guide
Step-record added to Overview & Tutorial
Factory templates changed: step-record replaces metr, which is now higher up.
10.22 22-Apr-2012
Config,Misc, MChan & Colours windows made sizeable with scrollbars
Sequescope
Added polar style option (see Config, Misc)
Added more blob tail options
Added blob channel colours to Config, Colours
Removed randomise channel colours option
10.21 16-Apr-2012
Template/virtual keyboard
Added key-press & release animation; settings in Config, Misc
Added velocity-to-colour intensity option
see Configuration Guide for details
Sequescope
Reduced screen flicker
Moved config controls from View menu to Config, Misc
see Configuration Guide for details
Minor tweaks
10.20 14-Apr-2012
Fixed program-change command being ignored if single seq selected
(fault crept in when fix applied in v10.16)
Fixed click & drag not working on virtual keyboard if click is exactly between labels
Added 'File, Reset live' menu option to reset live attributes
Sequescope
Added blob tail option; control via mouse or View menu
Added half-damper effect
Added full & half-damper pedal controller thresholds to config file
seems to be no standard for half-pedal; factory settings ok for Yamaha P95
10.19 12-Apr-2012
Added click-posn-to-velocity sensitivity on virtual keys & labels
switch on/off via Config, Misc
Sequescope
Added blob decay option (mouse controls changed to accommodate)
Added damper pedal effect
Blob colours saved to config file
Added ‘clear blobs’ option to menu
10.18 10-Apr-2012

Added graphic display of MIDI notes & channels
switch on/off via View, Sequescope menu
control via menu or mouse; see status bar hint when hovering mouse over it
adjustable position/size
a bit crude & gimmicky, but something to stare at for inspiration ;)
10.17 7-Apr-2012
Fixed timing faults in ‘save midi’ in special circumstances, i.e.
saving notes with certain lengths
saving embedded prog-changes if disabled
discovered by loading external files, then saving & reloading
10.16 4-Apr-2012
Template/virtual keyboard
Fixed stuck notes if right mouse button held down
Animation added to labels even if keys hidden
Dragging mouse over labels now works same as keys
Reduced minimum key length
Removed diag tracing from template scrollwheel handling
Program/patch changes
Fixed prog-inc/dec commands changing seq prog nos. by more than 1
Added prog-change + calibrate option in Config, Misc
prevents prog-changes moving keymaps on keyboard+synth units which store
octave shifts with presets, e.g. Korg microkorg
10.15 28-Mar-2012
Added command shortcuts to digit mode, e.g. direct switch between chan, prog, vel etc.
Template/virtual keyboard
Moved ‘stay-on-top’ control from Config, Misc to View menu
Added qwerty controls F10=dock, F11=width, F12=stay-on-top
Mouse no longer has to be inside scroll button borders for zoom & pan scrolling
Animation added to labels if keys hidden
Fixed inconsistent mouse click/move handling
MIDI file handling
Sweep, pitch & cyclic pitch settings saved/loaded
Fixed incorrect pitch from loaded midi files if transpose is non-zero
Load midi now resets attribs first (fixes pitchlock being applied incorrectly)
Built-in MIDI examples
Removed prog changes from 4-seq example
Added new 6-seq example with sweep & cyclic pitch
can only be loaded if running with novice mode off
based on pattern used in ‘Sequetron goes solo’ video
plays in LE version as a 4-seq demo of sweep feature
tested with BassMidi v1.06 synth + WeedsGM3 sound font
Reset operation
Extended reset command to include: pitch bend, mod wheel, pan, pedal variants
Added volume reset value to config file to allow for any convention, e.g. 100, 127 etc.

Added 'File, Reset seqs' menu option
10.14 18-Mar-2012
Prog-change handling
Prog-changes now enabled in default factory settings
Can disable them by selecting ‘-‘ in drop-down prog box for each seq
Reset command now forces prog-changes to be re-sent
Fixed not loading prog/channel for some MIDI files
Seq/live prog nos. now update from embedded/incoming prog changes
Renamed File, Load menu option ‘discard program changes’ to ‘load prog changes’
Added File, Save menu option ‘save prog changes’
Fixed prog changes disabling if output ports re-allocated
Widened prog name field to allow for prog no. prefix
External clocks/tempo
Fixed external tempo display not clearing if ext clocks stop
Moved external clock port no. setting from main screen to Config, Misc
Added external clock lock option on main screen to prevent auto-switch to internal
Added View, Track lanes option to display numeric posn instead of track for long seqs;
prevents long seqs shrinking smaller seqs to a blob (used in factory settings)
Can toggle the effect temporarily by click-holding the track header label
Added Template ‘keep on top’ option to Config, Misc (used in factory settings)
Fixed time-sig from some MIDI files if numerator is 1
KLink mods
Added background colour for metr & ftn/fts notes
Added compatibility version to Help,About
Moved KLink port no. display into KLink Open menu
10.11 11-Mar-2012
Fixed incorrect version no. in executable file properties
KLink updates
Moved open/close from Ports screen to Tools menu, so can
restart KLink without having to stop first
KLink settings saved in config file
KLink operation added to Advanced Operation guide.
10.10 11-Mar-2012
Fixed tempo drop-down boxes for handling multiples of 1000bpm
Tempos lower than 10bpm displayed as decimal so log changes can be seen
Added warnings & diag traces if extreme tempos exceed SMF limitations
Added hi-res tempo metaevent to saved MIDI files to overcome SMF limitations
Added metr note on/off percentage in Config, Misc
Added mouse scroll-wheel handling to virtual keyboard & key mapper
Added recording of all non-note events from raw inputs
Increased virtual keyboard key length in factory settings
Fixed KLink ftn range labels & transport command colours
10.09 7-Mar-2012
Tempo changes

Increased range to 1..99999
Added tempo digit modifier [nn] to allow high values at run-time
Added extra tempo combo box for setting high values at config time
Added logarithmic tempo change option in Config,Misc
(thanks to TonE)
Changed tempo-slew-n command to tempo-slew-nn
All non-note events now routed to live output in any mode, not just live
Template/virtual keyboard changes
Added key length size in Config,Misc
Added clickable labels
Auto-repeats on arrow controls & qwerty equivalents
Added descriptions below buttons (adjust window height to view/hide)
(thanks to Arthur)
Sweep type can be changed if data not committed
Fixed prog-inc/dec commands not auto-selecting properly
Fixed metr rod left/right changing position on downbeat
Added option to set metr downbeat position in Config,Misc
Docm
Major updates to Configuration guide
Moved Full vs LE list from Overview doc to Help menu for LE version
10.04 27-Feb-2012
Reduced MIDI volume from 127 to 100 when resetting seqs/live.
Docs clarified re. handling of MIDI format-0 files.
10.03 27-Feb-2012
Factory setting for Reset & Delete changed to operate on all seqs if nothing selected.
Added default behaviour options to Config,Misc for Reset & Delete commands.
Factory setting for discarding prog changes in MIDI files changed to false
Added warning in diagnostics if prog changes disabled when loading MIDI files
(thanks to TonE for feedback)
Added control-change decodes to diagnostics
10.02 26-Feb-2012
Added sequence length ‘editing’ via TimeShift command functions
Seqs can be shifted to next/prev SQ boundary (thanks to Arthur for suggestion)
Seqs can be grown or shrunk to length of max or min seq
You’ll need to map the new functions to use them, or just reset keymaps to factory
settings. See Command Reference guide
Fixed built-in 4-seq pattern; gained an 5th seq from somewhere.
10.01 25-Feb-2012
Load/save MIDI changes
All operations have changed to simplify the save/load process and provide more
compatibility with external programs/devices (thanks to Arthur for feedback).
The down-side is that any saved MIDI files are no longer compatible (details below).
There is currently no automatic conversion as I don’t know how many users are
affected. If you have saved MIDI files which you are unable to re-create or convert
yourself, please contact me - options are to email them to me for converting manually,
or I’ll have to write a converter.
Symptoms:-

If you load an old full or partial file, the MIDI data itself will load ok, but the saved
attributes (pitch-lock, transpose, port, chan, prog, vel) are ignored.
If you load an old full file, the tracks will load into the wrong parts.
To convert files yourself, load the file, copy part(s) to their correct places by selecting
them, saving to a scene, selecting the new part(s) and re-loading. When finished, reset
attribs if necessary and re-save.
Details:The metadata and track layout has changed for all MIDI files to provide easier
interchange with external programs. The track order for seqs & parts has been
swapped, i.e. part 1 for seqs 1-n are now saved first, then part 2 for seqs 1-n etc. as
opposed to parts 1-n for seq 1, then parts 1-n for seq 2, etc. (thanks to TonE for
suggestion).
The internal full and partial scenes have been replaced by a single scene type named
‘Scene-nn’. Any FullScene-nn and PartScene-nn files in the scenes folder (click File,
Open scenes to browse) are no longer used by the run-time commands, although you
can load them using the menu File,Load command.
See Advanced Operation guide for full details.
Seq selection changes
Can now select seqs via mouse - click seq no. or column header to select all.
Config changes via mouse apply to selected seqs
File,DeleteSeqs/Parts operates on selected seqs
Default action for run-time seq-only commands (i.e. transport & part) now terminate if
live output is selected to avoid confusion.
Colours
Replaced ‘>>’ tag with panel colours for Seq & Live if selected/recording
Added ‘fcn2’ colours for Time/Digit/Pitch/Note ranges to Config,Colours
Removed non-note events from triggering recordings
Most MIDI events are recorded, but only a recordable note or stop/play key can be
used to start recordings. This prevents e.g. damper pedal events from triggering a
recording prematurely. If you want to record controller events only, e.g. a series of
pitchbends on its own seq, then trigger the recording using a stop/play key first.
Reset controllers command now includes setting MIDI volume to max
Flashing reduced for held commands
Some docm resized for A4 (slipped into Letter size by mistake)
Minor tweaks
9.06 12-Feb-2012
Rationalised default selection behaviour to simplify command-sequence syntax
Selecting all seqs if none are selected is now the convention for all commands.
Safety options added to Config,Misc to disable this for each command group.
N.B. this changes MIDI attrib commands such as port, chan, prog, vel which used to
select the live output by default; the new live-select function now does this.
Added new command function: live-select; similar to seq-select toggles.
Added pitch, pitch-lock & transpose settings to the live output;
these are transferred to the seq(s) during recording (same as chan, prog, vel etc).

Pitch-related operations (pitch, plock, punlock, transpose, octave, fts, ftn) can now be
applied to the live output.
e.g.1. change octaves without using your keyboard’s octave switch, which avoids
having to re-calibrate the keymaps.
e.g.2. apply a force-to-scale/chord/notes operation to the live keyboard, turning it into a
harp/omnichord-like instrument.
Added hold, hold-off & hold-toggle functions to pitch/all command ranges
If held, selected seqs remain selected and operation no longer returns to live mode;
can return by pressing esc or cancelling hold and entering data.
e.g. pitch, hold behaves as pitch-mode command
Added command ftn 'force-to-notes'
Pitches of selected seq(s)/live forced to whichever keys are down when ‘set’ is pressed
Can use hold function to remain in this mode
Function fts added to switch directly to fts from ftn
Factory settings replace pitch-mode command with ftn
Added command fts ‘force-to-scale/chord’
Select root & scale/chord from mapped functions
Can use hold function to remain in this mode
Function ftn added to switch directly to ftn from fts
Pitch changes
Added individual keymap functions for every pitch offset, e.g. +1, +2, -1, -2;
this allows more mapping flexibility, e.g. offsets can be in any order or just a subset,
such as +3, +5, +7, -12, -24, -36
Origin function renamed ‘+0’ and can now be mapped to multiple keys.
Added extra functions to pitch range: hold, hold off, hold toggle
Added oct+/-, transpose & pitch-lock/unlock functions to pitch range
Renamed pitch+/- commands to oct+/Fixed: mutes notes if adjusted pitch lies outside MIDI range
Audible metronome
Beat length now overridden by time sig
e.g. if metr notes are crotchets, tsig 6/8 overrides to quavers
Added on-screen option to enable/disable half-beat fill on last beat
Added extra functions: hold, hold off, hold toggle, fill toggle, no. of bars, type toggle
Added individual keymap functions for every metr note, e.g. C, C#, D;
this allows more flexibility & extra functions, e.g. notes lower than cmd key can
be mapped higher up for bass sounds, or specific drum sounds can be mapped;
the factory settings map 3 GM drum sounds to A1, A#1, B1, and bass notes which an
octave lower than the actual keyboard to C2 onwards.
Added Columns sub-menu to View menu; all of these impact main window width
Added option to turn Scale column on/off
Added option to turn on/off port text names
Fixed runtime Config Misc metr changes being ignored

Widened screen controls to handle Windows 'large' font size
No longer use ‘…ignore’ keymap functions in config file, so syntax less strict;
should make it easier to manually edit keymaps in config files
Added option for 'ready' beep after autorun start-up
e.g. for turnkey systems. Only adjustable via config file for now
Added extra ‘fcn2’ bg colours for new functions in pitch, note & digit ranges
Added option to discard prog changes in ‘File, MIDI load options’;
this allows seq prog-changes to take effect after loading MIDI files
Fixed port no. resetting when loading non-sequetron MIDI files
Factory settings/template: hold function mapped to D1
Factory settings/template:
tempo tap function moved from D1 to C3
transpose removed from D2
live-sel replaces pitch on C#2
pitch replaces transpose on D2
Fixed initial position for template window at first startup
Shortcuts changed
Main screen keyboard shortcuts (S, R, K) are now:Stop = Ctrl+S, Run = Ctrl+R, Calibrate Cmd key = Ctrl+C (not K)
Added option in Config,Misc to disable all qwerty key input to avoid accidents if qwerty
is being used to drive another appln - this includes virtual qwerty keyboard & main
screen Ctrl shortcuts above. Alt+ keys are not disabled so menu control still possible.
Fixed system colour handling if multiple instances of program
Removed qwerty option in diag - superceded by virtual keyboard
Removed performance load values from diagnostics screen
Extra modes require KLink v2 or later
Docm updated
8.24 25-Jan-2012
Fixed range-check errors caused by MIDI events with rogue timestamps
These are from faulty midi drivers, windows device config, dodgy midi cabling etc.
Recorded timings will be incorrect, so can either fix driver or use new option below
Thanks to Mickaël for helping to diagnose this problem with his nanopad2
Added option in Config Misc to ignore driver timestamps and use internal timer
Timing may lose a small amount of accuracy, but allows recordings to work
if user unable to fix driver/windows problem
Fixed range-check error at startup if output port already in use
Recording now ignores (so will no longer trigger recordings when primed) these
CC controller values: AllSoundOff, ResetAllControllers & AllNotesOff
Registration process now allows accented chars (sorry Mickaël)
8.21 11-Jan-2012
Fixed metr notes & vels from config drop-down boxes being ignored
Fixed reload of GM prog names for LE version
Fixed colours not resetting on Template window
Fixed startup positions for Template & Diag windows
Added metr drum & bass channels to Config, Misc screen
Added prog-change numbers to names in prog column

Added dock/undock button to template/virtual keyboard
Re-arranged qwerty keys for virtual keyboard; added play/recordable octave
Updated docm: Overview, QuickStart, Tutorial, Configuration, Troubleshooting
8.20 1-Jan-2012
Fixed metr bars buttons disappearing if metr seq unallocated
8.19 30-Dec-2011
Added alternative non-pitched/drums metronome
useful if default ‘bass’ metronome is pitched too low for your synth
(thanks to Benjamin for highlighting problem)
Added 'no. of bars' option for metronome seq
this also affects sweep timing on live output
Added prog-change names option for prog column (View menu)
uses GM names unless customised via config file
Added GM prog & drum assignment tables to Tools menu
8.18 21-Dec-2011
Fixed File,Load Midi errors with certain files
Fixed empty seq1 when loading MIDI files from Logic AV
Added option in View menu to turn off auto-hints
Added metronome tips to Output section of Troubleshooting doc.
8.17 17-Dec-2011
Added more colour options, incl system colours
Summary of Full vs LE versions added to Overview doc.
8.16 12-Dec-2011
Fixed error in File,Save MIDI (found by Tony)
Error messages added/clarified
8.13 7-Aug-2011
Suppress playback of recorded controller messages:AllSoundOff, ResetAllControllers & AllNotesOff
8.12 14-Jul-2011
Fixed intermittent stuck note if mute used in record mode
Fixed cyclic action not being reset if play/mute-x used in record mode
Added Config, Controls menu to replicate on-screen Run/Stop & Calibrate buttons
e.g. buttons not visible if window height minimised
8.11 12-Jul-2011
Added record re-take function:Esc key now primes for re-take; press it again to end recording
Thanks to Gabor Petroci for 'easy re-take' suggestion
Different colours used for record & rec-primed states
8.10 6-Jul-2011
Fixed virtual keyboard animation for note-on's with vel=0
8.09 3-Jul-2011
Multi-channel mods

Config moved to separate window (via 'Config. Multi chan')
Added pitch offsets
Status display multi-tag appended to channel no. instead of replacing it
8.07 27-Jun-2011
Added multi-channel option, e.g. for fatter sounds, drawbar organ etc.
(see Advanced Operation guide, and YouTube video drawbar experiments)
Added qwerty keys for a few basic functions on virtual keyboard (play, stop, etc)
(click help button on Template window for list)
'Done' buttons removed from Ports, Colours & Config windows
(just close window when done)
8.06 7-Jun-2011
New windows added:
Dynamic template & basic virtual keyboard
Colour config, including template colours
Misc config
Fixed input channel filter 'all' not working; function removed from LE version
Fixed audible metronome not working properly with ClicksPerBar
MetrClicksPerBar setting changed to MetrNoteLenFrac
Function removed from LE version
Fixed highlighting multiple seq-select mappings via KLink
Run mode now allowed if no MIDI input ports (can be driven via the virtual keyboard)
Added ext-midi modifier for loading external files with run-time load command
Window sizes & posns saved & restored
Clarified filler labels on template for pitch offset & metr note when octave shift applied
Modified parameter list syntax:Added /r option to reset by bypassing troublesome auto-run config files
Thanks to Adrian Rawson for pioneering the dynamic template system with KLink on his
RTastra keyboard tutor program.
7.33 11-May-2011
Fixed KLink range check error if seq-sels not defined for active seqs
Added channel filters to main & aux inputs
Removed min form width restriction
Modified parameter list syntax:Config file now needs /c prefix
Added /m option for auto-loading MIDI file
Added /? option for syntax
7.31 10-May-2011
Added View, Window height option
Ext clock sync port no. now tracks port no. changes
KLink interface supported (see Overview)
7.30 8-May-2011
Multiple program instances allowed
7.29 8-May-2011
Fixed parts being deleted if full load when part 1 not active

Added File menu option to load external MIDI files to all parts of each seq
as opposed to active parts only (see Advanced Operation guide).
7.28 6-May-2011
Fixed error 'no seqs loaded' loading midi to parts greater than 1
Added File,Delete seqs/parts menu options
No longer delete seqs if loading files via File.Load or if all seqs selected
7.27 4-May-2011
Fixed part command crash if new part is empty
Added metadata syntax for Sequetron MIDI files
7.26 23-Apr-2011
Added save/load colours & keymaps
Config menu restructured
Changed installer to Inno - more control & smaller package
7.24 19-Apr-2011
Added 'clicks per bar' option to metr command
Repackaged to simplify install/uninstall process
MSWord macro document fixed
Tested ok in Vista & Windows 7
Thanks to Stephen Hazel for installation suggestion
7.23 7-Apr-2011
More colour options
On-screen: Text, Grid ticks
Config file only: Title text
Docm corrected for novice template (chan & prog removed)
7.21 5-Apr-2011
Renamed beginner's mode to novice
More screen simplification for novice mode
Config menu simplified
Added Tools menu for Key Mapper, Key Maps, Diagnostics
Port input/output buttons moved to config menu
Port config screen shows both inputs & outputs
Load midi file now uses first chan & prog event to set seq value
Rec-nn command uses first chan event to set seq value
Colour config added
Sweep & cyclic modifiers removed from LE version
Stop-primed seqs can now be changed to play or mute as reqd
Seq length increased, bar length indicator range increased
Added MIDI panic to Reset command & close-down to handle stuck notes
Simple built-in drum patterns added
7.15 27-Mar-2011
Raw recording changes (rec-nn command)
Clarified raw record mode on input line
Changed raw record to count note-on's not note-off's
Raw recording resets metronome if internal clocks & all seqs stopped
Added raw buffer usage to diagnostics window

7.14 26-Mar-2011
Initial program change event now saved in MIDI files
7.13 26-Mar-2011
Fixed MIDI channel used in saved MIDI files
Fixed key mapping for beginner's mode (missing Esc cmd)
Added more timing tolerance when starting seqs in sync
7.11 22-Mar-2011
Major update to timing, quantisation, recording & stop-play functions
Note fractions for quantise & time-shift functions separated from time-sig,
so 1/3, 1/5, 1/6 etc re-added (removed in v6.38); time-sig values remain as powers of 2
TimeShift forwards command no longer pauses seq(s) till next cycle
Reset command aborts seq(s) immediately instead of waiting for end of cycle
Embedded prog changes now allowed when recording seqs, but with limited support;
displayed prog values do not track embedded changes.
Port renaming simplified, with auto-abbreviation for long device names
Main menu 'Display' renamed as 'View'
Added View, Width menu option to toggle display width
Added View, Pause & Clear menus to diagnostics window
Metr note & velocity screen value hidden if no audible metronome seq nominated
Built-in drum patterns removed - not GM compatible
Misc bug fixes
6.40 28-Feb-2011
Fixed problem accessing help files in Win98 & WinME
6.38 27-Feb-2011
New run-time commands:
Load & save scene for standard MIDI files
New menu commands:
File, Load MIDI with drag & drop
File, Save MIDI
File, Open MIDI scene folder
File, Load built-in patterns for beginners
Config, Beginner's/Standard mode switch
Program stays in beginner's mode until mode changed & config saved
Config file changes:
Last-used folders added for MIDI files, scenes, configs etc.
BeginnersMode added
Key map entries no longer mandatory; default to unused
Details for merging old keymaps added
Docmentation:
Guides split into smaller files

User-Guide renamed Overview
Command Guide renamed Command Reference
(please delete redundant files User-Guide.pdf and Command-Guide.pdf)
Misc:
Quantise frac's changed to multiples of 2 for std MIDI file compatibility, added 1/64
Ticks per beat changed for std MIDI file compatibility
Fixed some issues with prog-change handling
Load & save commands added to factory keyboard templates
New beginner's template added for use with Quick Start & Tutorial
Thanks to Adrian Rawson for beginner ideas
Added seq/part dump button to diagnostics window
Close prompt logic changed for main & diag windows
Fixed port-inc/dec wrap fault
6.22 26-Jan-2011 (beta)
New commands:
part-n, part-inc, part-dec - each seq now has 9 parts
rec-nn - record 'nn' notes from raw input ports (experimental)
port-inc, port-dec - inc/dec current port number
Modified commands:
reset mutes seqs immediately (if running)
Seqs no longer have to be stopped for prog commands
Removed commands:
Cyclic-0 functions removed
New command value modifiers:
cyclic (/) - enter pair of values for on/off cycle counts for cyclic commands,
e.g. play-mute-n, /, 3, 1 plays for 3 cycles, then mutes for 1.
sweep1 (-->), sweep2 (<-->) - enter pair of values to define start & end of auto-inc/dec
of current values at each cycle,
e.g. vel, -->, 2, 7 sweeps velocity from 2 to 7 (ditto for chan, prog, tempo, part).
Recording:
No. of input ports increased to 9 for non-interpreted raw recording (experimental)
Now records all midi events except ProgChanges
Added MIDI start/stop/continue support
Playback:
Added MIDI start/stop/continue support
Diagnostics:
Added notes & sync options to midi tracing
Added Qwerty kbd input for testing systems with no MIDI input
Config file changes:
Default config file now saved in %AppData% folder (for Vista & Win 7)
Configs & logs now use %UserProfile% as default folder
Due to no. of changes, old config files no longer supported (sorry!)

Menu changes:
Added Load, View/Edit, Delete default config file (no need to specify SeqDefaults)
Added View/Edit config file
Preload pattern commands moved from Config to File menu
Display options moved from Config to new Display menu
Added Display options: DspSolidTracks, DspMidiActivity
Misc:
Fixed initial seq states if MaxActiveSeqs increased
Fixed Preload Test Seqs not working immediately after startup
Prog-change control moved to new display column
Port name column widths reduced; use rename option when allocating ports
Refs to 'Mk II' removed from all docs
Thanks again to TonE for his thoughts & ideas
Credits added to Help, About
5.08 27-Nov-2010
Fixed error loading non-UK config files
Fixed spurious diag overflow messages if diag off
Changed handling of incoming prog change messages in live mode:- Echoed on original channel if prog changes enabled
- Suppressed if prog changes disabled
5.07 26-Nov-2010
Fixed displayed seq length not resetting to 0 if recording rests aborted
Added more diagnostics to track problems with loading config file
5.06 21-Nov-2010
Fixed zero-divide crash if recording after all seqs & metr deleted
5.05 19-Nov-2010
Fixed stuck note on Port command
5.04 18-Nov-2010
Fixed on-screen config for NQ, SQ & TSig
Fixed key-mapper lights turning off prematurely
Fixed track progress marker resetting too early
Bar counter now resets when all seqs stopped
Added flash to warnings in status bar
Moved pre-load test pattern options from diag window to diag menu
Aligned factory key maps & templates for LE & Full versions to simplify docm
Added keyboard diagrams to clarify Quick Start & Tutorial
Display status changes (all options switchable via Config menu & file)
Added keyboard mode colours to match template
Added seq length indicators
- Numerical value based on bars & SQ beats
- Grid markers on track lanes based on time-sig and SQ
Config file changes
Key defns can now be numeric 0-127 as well as note-octave names
Improved error reporting for invalid key defns
Options added:
- KeyDefsNumeric to save key defns in preferred format

- DspSeqLen & DspSeqGrid for seq length indicators
- DspKModeTitleColours & DspKModeInputColours for keyboard mode colours
- TempoIncrement for use with Incr & Decr
New commands
- ProgInc/Dec, ChanInc/Dec, PitchInc/Dec - for incrementing/decrementing values
- NQ0, 4, 8, 16 for quick changes to note quantise
- Generic Incr & Decr added to digit range for Prog, Chan, Vel & Tempo
Thanks again to TonE for many of the above suggestions
5.01 2-Nov-2010
Quantise issues
Fixed anomalies in 4.19
Added on-screen option to enable/disable quantise note-offs
(will make it a run-time command if there is call for it)
Beat lengths restricted to factors of bar ticks to avoid rounding errors
Fixed stuck note on Record cmd key if recording aborted
Tap tempo uses beats, not crotchets; switchable via config
CmdK command renamed as Calib(rate) to avoid confusion with Cmd key
Last command no longer displays rejected commands
Added Save Config option to close-down prompt
Demo version replaced by LE (Limited Edition)
LE fully usable but with less seqs & commands
Fixed: loading LE config files
Docm updated
Quick Start split from Tutorial
Standardised to PDF with colour screen-shots
Word macro generates coloured templates & includes blanks
Embedded plain-text Help docm removed
Help opens external files, so PDF viewer required
Zip/Exe package includes all docm
Factory defaults changed:Note quantise changed from off to 1/8
1/32, 1/48 & 1/60 keys mapped for Time & Quantise ranges
Extra Calib command mapped to B0 (one below Cmd) for safety
Mute2 added to record mode to demonstrate ‘stop/play’ keys potential
4.19 17-Oct-2010
Note quantise can be switched off (suggested by TonE from various forums)
Quantise command quantises seq length & notes separately
TimeShift commands use own parameter/range instead of Q value
On-screen config added for Metr bar & beat velocities
Added flash to pending TSig & Q values
Last command displayed
Stop button renamed as Config
Load config now ignores duplicate keys in Ignore list
Changes displayed if out-of-date config file loaded
Demo Limits menu item moved to Help,About
4.18 10-Oct-2010
Demo time limit removed
Config file compatibility error message clarified
Fixed Seq nos. sort order in KeyMapper

Fixed prog-change nos. display; now all 0-based
Fixed prog-change applied to selected seqs
4.17 30-Jul-2010
Fixed Quantise when recording stopped
Fixed Key mapper not handling origin changes properly
Fixed key mapper not working for commands Mute4,8,16,32 & Play
Fixed Port command range
Added cyclic commands PlayMuteX, MutePlayX, PlayMuteTogX for
repeating Play/Mute every X cycles
Added cyclic PitchX command to apply/remove offset every X cycles
Added RecMute function to allow recorded seqs to be 'parked' till later
Added individual double-press timer controls to config file
Main screen centralised if autorun
Keymapper window adjusted for 800-wide screens
System sleep/suspend suppressed while in run mode
Mute command now starts seqs in muted mode
UnMute command removed as no longer required - same as Play
KeyMapper keymode display clarified
Config file backwards compatability restarted at 4.17
4.13 17-Jul-2010
Fixed Esc: no longer deletes seq if nothing recorded
Terminology clarified; live Esc function now called live Cmd
Added CmdK command to provide run-time calibrate function
Removed run-time Octave Up/Down commands as CmdK easier to use
Fixed Cmd key calibration; no longer assumes bottom C
Double-press interval now in config file & can be turned off if reqd.
4.11 13-Jul-2010
Fixed Mute & PitchLock states retained when stopped
Fixed UserGuide window maximise function
Fixed Prog/patch nos. now all 0-based (0-127)
Added TempoSlew command
Added Octave Up/Down commands so keymaps can track keyboards
Added TapTempo option for setting Tempo
Mods to make it easier getting started:Default key maps changed/clarified, 'Mode' key now called 'Esc'
Default metronome now Seq1 (common to both demo & full versions)
Added Calibrate button to align keymaps with keyboards
Added new section to Command Guide explaining command values
Quick start guide clarified
4.08 7-Jul-2010
Added interactive key mapper
4.06 4-Jul-2010
Fixed config file error messages & line no.
Added QuickStart guide under Help menu, and as separate docm.
4.05 2-Jul-2010
Fixed quantise sync for multi-seq recording

Added TimeShiftForwards & TimeShiftBackwards commands
Added DeleteSeqs & ResetSeqs commands
Default PlayNN key map moved to C#5 in line with MuteNN
4.04 28-Jun-2010
Fixed stuck notes if live output on different port/channel
Fixed spurious note-offs if port/channel changed
4.03 28-Jun-2010
Fixed RecPlay quantisation
Added delay parameter for turnkey operation, e.g. if USB drivers slow to start
4.01 25-Jun-2010
Options added: External sync, Midi Clocks out, Tempo slew rate
Fixed stuck notes switching from Record to Live
3.19 19-Jun-2010
UserGuide corrected - wrong note in Record Example section
3.18 19-Jun-2010
Fixed play/mute repeat count handling
Fixed port names wrong if deallocated ports re-ordered
Fixed diag window not updating if diag close aborted
Some Diag msgs uprated to Warnings to show on screen
Misc cosmetic mods
3.17 16-Jun-2010
Fixed MuteN sticking in Mute
Corrected 3.15 mod re. visible metronome, 1st beat for odd time sigs
3.16 13-Jun-2010
PlayN seqs now change to PlayMute when finished instead of stopping
Play & Record examples added to User Guide
3.15 10-Jun-2010
Multi-port system fixed; port allocation/naming options added
Seqs increased to 16 for full version; demo increased to 4
Track progress display now realtime
Commands added: PlayN, MuteN and variations
Rests allowed at start of recordings
Seq start quantise aligned with metronome (bar) where possible
Prog change handling improved
Window width now adjustable
Error & warning messages now show in status bar
Fixed Metr beat 1 not always appearing on the left
2.79 9-May-2010
Fixed not shifting pitch-locked seqs
Fixed quantise value not changing from default 1/8 notes
Fixed spurious note-offs when switching from command to live modes
Fixed handling of note-off's received as note-on's with vel 0
Fixed vel changes not working

Fixed auto-load & run, added default config file option
Visible metronome now runs all the time, independent from nominated seq
Seq & metronome start times now quantised
SyncTog command withdrawn; console config only
Added Save key maps to file option
Screen redesigned & width reduced to fit 800x600 screens
Added on-screen config controls
2.47 26-Apr-2010
Added menu Help, Command guide
Commands added: Pitch lock/unlock, Mute toggle, Vel
Command PlayTog withdrawn; use MuteTog instead
Fixed pitch-shift for locked seqs
2.46 25-Apr-2010
Fixed Deselect-Seqs command (shouldn't return to Live)
Fixed multi-output drop-down boxes repositioning after load config.
Display tidied up; hints clarified
Config file validation improved
Seq Tempo code removed for now - needs thinking through!
Mods history moved from User Guide to Help menu
2.42 24-Apr-2010 'Demo build'
Fixed basic quantisation during record; will enhance later
2.40 23-Apr-2010 'Demo build'
Default keymaps corrected to match downloadable keyboard template
2.39 23-Apr-2010 'Demo build'
More diagnostics added, overload indicator lights added
Pitch Origin command changed to Transpose
2.37 21-Apr-2010 'Demo build'
Sequence buffer sizes increased
Demo timeout added
Help, Demo limits menu added
Seq selection clarified
PitchOrigin command added and added to display
Pitch shift fixed if recording onto a shifted seq
Fixed stuck notes when switching between modes
Visible metronome reset when stopped
Fixed MetrN note velocities
2.34 20-Apr-2010 'Demo build'
Lots of misc fixes/tidy-ups
More info & options added to config file (click Config, Save... to view)
Fixed spurious 'No MIDI outputs' message
Default config value for pitch origin key changed from C3 to C4 (more practical for
5-octave keyboards)
References to note flats changed to sharps
Key names simplified in config file
Online help updated (contains a copy of this docm)

User-controlled MaxActiveSeqs added
Max sequences limited for demo builds
More commands added: Mute/Unmute, MetN
Metronome/timing system revamped
2.23 15-Apr-2010 'Test build'
Diagnostics moved to own window; MIDI input logging added.
Quantise command key now interpreted, but operation needs tweaking.
Keymap display added. Online help added.
Metronome added temporarily to Seq1 similar to Mk I version, but the whole metronome
& synchronising system is under review for Mk II.
2.14 12-Apr-2010 'Test build'
Added tempo, pitchmode & channel commands, and multi-port operation.
(PitchMode suggested for Mk I by Nicky Bendix from YouTube)
2.00 8-Apr-2010 'Test build'
First release for testing; basic record, play & pitch commands ok, no quantise.

